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An environment full of ambition, tradition 
and craftsmanship!

Our international teams now cover all corners of the globe: we have branches 
in Europe, South America, the Middle East and Asia. We aim to build a strong 
relationship with our customers today, tomorrow, together! We process and/or
trade poultry meat, meat products, natural fi bers, vegetables, French fries, potato products,
convenience food and fi sh of exceptional quality. We strive to be a partner for our 
customers, by aiming for the highest quality and offering reliable and fl exible logistic solutions.
In order to provide the best possible quality, our local Damaco Group employees ensure that: we 
can meet demand effi ciently by being close to our customers and we are in direct contact with 
international producers and traders.

‘Global presence, local service’
 

Thank you for your confi dence!
Iris & Bruno Vandaele

www.damaco-group.com

DAMACO FOODS



Kipco-Damaco, part of Damaco Group is one of the world’s 
largest producers of mechanically deboned  

poultry meat for further processing. 
Our product range varies from poultry MDM and baader meat, 

to ground white chicken meat and turkey red meat.
Our product has become a bench-mark in the industry.
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BAADER

MDM / VSM

What about Kipco-Damaco baader in your products? If 

you want to add more texture into your products then 

our baader types will fit your requirements. When talking 

about medium to big structure products types, a 4-5mm 

structure will allow you to produce the bite you need such 

as meatballs, hamburgers and medium fine sausages. Do 

not forget that you can combine Kipco-Damaco MDM, 

baader or other meat types with each other to improve 

the quality of your final product to the required level of 

your market. With over 50 year of experience in our indus-

try, we are able to supply you with a variation of different 

baader types that fulfill the expected quality level of your 

final products. 

Mechanically Deboned Meat or Viande Séparée Mécani-

quement has a texture of 2 to 3 mm and is suitable for fine 

emulation applications such as frankfurter, mortadella’s, 

nuggets or canned and luncheon meat products. 

Kipco-Damaco produces turkey and chicken MDM which 

can be used in any above application. Our soft-method 

production process guarantees the protein level and 

structure which is important for the binding and water ab-

sorption of your end product. Our MDM can be used as 

sole basic ingredient or can be mixed with other types of 

Kipco-Damaco products, such as baader meat. 

Turkey red meat // 603 (3-5mm)

Turkey baader // 604 (±-4mm)

Chicken baader // 605 (±-4mm)

White chicken baader // 609 (±-5mm)

Turkey MDM // 602

Chicken white meat // 606 (±-5mm)

Chicken MDM // 601



CHICKEN /
TURKEYSKIN

MASTER BUTCHER

Looking for a solution to improve the binding of your 

product? Turkey- or chicken skin contains a high level of 

proteins and collagen that helps to upgrade the binding 

of your product. An additional advantage is the amazing 

taste that skin brings along in your recipe. On top of this, 

when working with high valued raw materials this 100% 

natural product will drive your cost down.

As one of the leading companies in the meat-processing in-

dustry, Kipco-Damaco invested in his own food technology 

department and test centre. Cause of our global experience 

over the years, we possess a lot of knowledge in terms of 

food processing and machinery solutions. This knowledge 

we share with our customers and investors who are involved 

with food processing. Sharing information with our custo-

mers is the key to success, therefore we also organize in-

house Technical Training Courses with our sales agents to 

upgrade their skills. 

Kipco-Damaco can support your company in every step of 

the food processing process.

Chicken skin // 607

Chicken

Turkey

Turkey skin // 608

www.damaco-group.com



Chicken necks

Chicken hearts

Chicken gizzards

Chicken liver

Chicken backsTurkey hearts

Turkey gizzards

Turkey necks

Chicken tails

Turkey liver

TURKEY AND
CHICKEN OFFAL’S

Due to our well organized network of slaughterhouses and 

suppliers, Kipco-Damaco built up over the years a wide 

product range of chicken and turkey offal’s. Products as 

liver, gizzards, upper backs or tails are available and can 

be packed on customer demand in different packing so-

lutions depending on the market. Kipco-Damaco guaran-

tees quality and flexibility for every distribution network.
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The most recent product development within Damaco Group 
is the creation of its quality label ‘Damaco Foods’. 

Providing a range of frozen products for the retail market and 
foodservice. The assortment includes frozen French fries (and 

other potato products), appetizers, vegetables and 
convenience snacks. Packed in colourful designed bags in 

various sizes that fit the global requirements. Damaco Group 
creates his own brands and can also give support on 

creating your own private label.

Global presence, local serviceDAMACO FOODS
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FRENCH FRIES &
POTATO PRODUCTS
Over the years, Belgium has developed a unique “potato 

culture”. A heritage of perfect soil structure and impecca-

ble know-how on the behavior potatoes made us who we 

are today. As your supplier and partner, we hold oursel-

ves responsible to supply you with products that fit your 

demand. We developed a wide range of potato products 

as specialties that creates opportunities in your specific 

market. We provide flexible packaging solutions and will 

support our necessary technical knowledge.

French fries (different types & cuts)

ABC letters

Hash browns

Crinkle cut Steakhouse

Wedges
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CONVENIENCE
PRODUCTS

The way of having dinner has been changed fast the 

latest years; concepts as sharing food, finger food and 

small bites are trendy and they fulfill totally the younger 

generation in their culture of having dinner. Therefore, we 

as Damaco Group created a well select and high-quality  

range of appetizer products that can be launched in every 

market. Our packaging solutions are suitable to the food-

service and retail requirements and have been created on 

request of customers worldwide.

Chilli cheese nuggets

Jalapeno hot cheddar cheese

Onion rings Hot ’n Spicy

Onion rings preformed

Teezers Olé

Jalapeno red hot

Mozarella sticks

MORE PRODUCTS
ON OUR WEBSITE



Carrot slices

Broccoli

Brussels sprouts

Baby carrots

Carrot cubes

Cauliflower

Corn

Cut green beans

Green beans

Spinach

2way mix

Green peas

3way mix

4way mix

FRESH 
FROZEN

VEGETABLES

Frozen vegetables, a continuously 

growing market around the world. 

Our ambition as Damaco Group is 

to guarantee the quality from seed 

to harvest and preserve the best of 

nature with attention for people and 

environment. Our frozen product 

range fulfill the high requirements of 

our customers and meets the retail – 

and foodservice packaging conditi-

ons. Freshness & quality are key and 

we can create on demand of the 

customer the product his market re-

quires, this as partners! 

MORE PRODUCTS
ON OUR WEBSITE



Playing a significant role in this industry for many years,
Damaco Group has developed a growing market share in the 
supply of frozen food to importers and distributors worldwi-

de. Apart from poultry meat for processing, our 
product range covers frozen chicken,  turkey,  beef,  pork,  

lamb,  mutton and even fish. Guaranteeing the best quality by 
working only with carefully selected suppliers around the 

globe has become a true craftsmanship.
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Inner fillet

Drumstick

FeetLeg quarter

Breast

CHICKEN
As long-standing players in the food 

industry, we are able to supply you 

any frozen chicken products, in any 

packaging, from any origin, accor-

ding to your required specifications, 

creating an opportunity for conti-

nuous business and a fruitful relati-

onship. We pack and source chicken 

cuts from all over Europe, North and 

South America at the best possible 

price. Including halal certification.

MORE PRODUCTS
ON OUR WEBSITE

Drumstick

Breast filletThigh

Wing 3j Midwing

TURKEY

We started as a turkey slaughter-

house in 1969 and acquired today’s 

world-class expertise when it comes 

to frozen turkey products. As turkey 

is an extremely versatile meat, we 

supply a complete assortment of 

cuts for all world markets, since we 

know all about turkey meat!
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Drumstick Feet

Leg quarter

Whole henWing

HEN 
STANDARD
& BREEDER

We supply your need by offering 

hen products from North to South 

America, from Europe to the Mid-

dle-East. Whatever and whenever, 

we apply from every major hen pro-

ducer, keeping quality in mind.

MORE PRODUCTS
ON OUR WEBSITE

Brisket

Shin shank

Topside Rump

BEEF & 
BUFFALO
Damaco Foods Brazil ensures that 

the Damaco Group provides its 

customers with the best frozen beef 

cuts and offal from South Ameri-

ca, Australia and the U.S.A. On top 

of that, our sales team in Belgium 

fills in the gaps through a thorough 

knowledge of the European produ-

cers. Our offices in India, Dubai and 

Singapore are your perfect partner-

ship when it comes to sourcing fro-

zen buffalo meat. This provides you 

with a cheaper and leaner alterna-

tive to beef meat and it’s the perfect 

product to ship to the Middle-East, 

South-East Asia and Africa.Tenderloin



Herring

Mackerel

Pangasius

Horse Mackerel

FISH &
SEAFOOD

Frozen fish and seafood have been 

added to our quality product range 

in 2011. The wide range of different 

species and their different orig-

ins require a profound knowledge, 

which we have been developing 

ever since.

Leg Forequarter

CutletsCarcass

LAMB & 
MUTTON
Spain, Australia, New Zealand and 

Ireland have a long tradition in bree-

ding and slaughtering lamb and 

mutton. As a result, they are the 

preferred origin of our customers. 

For these products, Damaco Group 

has established a business relation- 

ship with selected and reputable 

suppliers who guarantee a top qua-

lity. Our ever-growing and ever- 

satisfying customers in the Middle 

East are already a testament to the 

dedication of our sales team.

Belly rib Backbone

Belly Feet

PORK
Damaco Group originates in the 

heart of the Belgian pork producers’ 

region what guarantees the best 

quality pork meat. We always have 

firsthand information on pricing, 

demand and availability. Damaco 

Foods Moscow and Damaco Foods 

Singapore have built up a wealth of 

experience and will be able to satis-

fy any client’s wishes. To broaden up 

our offer scope, Damaco team has a 

strong network of other European, 

North and South American pork pro-

ducers. This ensures that any inquiry 

sent to us receives the best possible 

offer and price. Maybe even more 

important is the fact that we have 

absolute control and knowledge of 

the quality that you require.
MORE OF THESE PRODUCTS ON OUR WEBSITE
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